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A commonly held assumption in cognitive neuroscience is that, because measures of human brain function are closer to underlying
biology than distal indices of behavior/cognition, they hold more promise for uncovering genetic pathways. Supporting this view is an
influential fMRI-based study of sentence reading/listening by Pinel et al. (2012), who reported that common DNA variants in specific
candidate genes were associated with altered neural activation in language-related regions of healthy individuals that carried them. In
particular, different single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of FOXP2 correlated with variation in task-based activation in left inferior
frontal and precentral gyri, whereas a SNP at the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 locus was associated with variable functional asymmetry of
the superior temporal sulcus. Here, we directly test each claim using a closely matched neuroimaging genetics approach in independent
cohorts comprising 427 participants, four times larger than the original study of 94 participants. Despite demonstrating power to detect
associations with substantially smaller effect sizes than those of the original report, we do not replicate any of the reported associations.
Moreover, formal Bayesian analyses reveal substantial to strong evidence in support of the null hypothesis (no effect). We highlight key
aspects of the original investigation, common to functional neuroimaging genetics studies, which could have yielded elevated false-
positive rates. Genetic accounts of individual differences in cognitive functional neuroimaging are likely to be as complex as behavioral/
cognitive tests, involving many common genetic variants, each of tiny effect. Reliable identification of true biological signals requires
large sample sizes, power calculations, and validation in independent cohorts with equivalent paradigms.
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Introduction
Advances in genomics are helping to identify genes contributing
to key aspects of human cognition, including language (Deriz-
iotis and Fisher, 2017). Insights come partly from rare high-
impact mutations disrupting brain development (Fisher and
Scharff, 2009). Nonetheless, even for highly heritable traits, the
genetic architecture of interindividual variability in cognition
and behavior mainly involves effects of many common variants
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Significance Statement
Apervasive idea inneuroscience is that neuroimaging-basedmeasures of brain function, being closer tounderlyingneurobiology,
are more amenable for uncovering links to genetics. This is a core assumption of prominent studies that associate common DNA
variants with altered activations in task-based fMRI, despite using samples (10–100 people) that lack power for detecting the tiny
effect sizes typical of genetically complex traits. Here, we test central findings fromone of themost influential prior studies. Using
matching paradigms and substantially larger samples, coupled to power calculations and formal Bayesian statistics, our data
strongly refute the original findings. We demonstrate that neuroimaging genetics with task-based fMRI should be subject to the
same rigorous standards as studies of other complex traits.
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(polymorphisms) at different genomic loci. Typically, one com-
mon polymorphism has, at best, tiny effects on the relevant be-
havioral/cognitive phenotypes, so large cohorts of participants
are needed to robustly detect genetic associations.
Neuroimaging enables noninvasive investigation of brain
structure and function in living humans. A widely held view is
that neuroimaging-derived measures, being closer to the under-
lying biology, are more amenable for tracing links to genetic
variation than behavioral/cognitive assessments (Bigos et al.,
2016; but see Flint andMunafo`, 2007 for an opposing view). Twin
studies using MRI-derived data (Thompson et al., 2001) suggest
that a substantive proportion of interindividual variability in
brain structure is explained by genetic variation in aggregate.
However, systematic genome-wide studies indicate that genetic
accounts of neuroanatomical variability are as complex as distal
measures of behavior, such that effect sizes of individual poly-
morphisms remain small. For example, in screening of subcorti-
cal volumes in30,000 individuals, the strongest association signal
accounted for0.52% of variance in putamen volume (Hibar et
al., 2015).
Perhaps task-based functional MRI (fMRI), indexing neural
activation related to particular cognitive processes, holds greater
promise for bridging to genetics? Twin studies again support sig-
nificant genetic contributions, although heritability estimates
vary by task and/or brain region (Koten et al., 2009; Blokland et
al., 2011).Whereas large genetic screens are feasible for structural
MRI, scaling up task-based fMRI is difficult, with most studies
limited to tens of individuals. Lacking power for genome-wide
scans, task-based fMRI genetics efforts target candidate genes,
yielding claims of positive associations with different polymor-
phisms for various paradigms (Grabitz et al., 2018). However,
small cohorts in studies of complex traits have not only reduced
power but also elevated false-positive rates (Button et al., 2013).
Moreover, functional neuroimaging genetics involves multi-
dimensional datasets, with multiple flexible parameters when
processing/analyzing primary data, dramatically increasing the
degrees of freedom (Simmons et al., 2011). This raises risks of
p-hacking andHARKing (hypothesizing after results are known)
(Grabitz et al., 2018). Few positive genetic associations with task-
based fMRI have been formally replicated using matching de-
signs; there are no direct replications in the language processing
literature.
Here, we address this gap by focusing on themost highly cited
neuroimaging genetics study of language function (Pinel et al.,
2012) (179 Google Scholar citations at time of writing, corre-
sponding to26 citations per year). Pinel et al. (2012) correlated
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with task-based activa-
tion in language-related brain areas in 94 healthy participants,
targeting two candidate loci from genetic investigations of
language-related disorders: FOXP2 and KIAA0319/TTRAP/
THEM2. Rare FOXP2 mutations cause a monogenic disorder,
involving speech apraxia, expressive/receptive language impair-
ments (Lai et al., 2001; Fisher and Scharff, 2009), and distributed
alterations in brain structure and function (Watkins et al., 2002;
Lie´geois et al., 2003). The KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 locus was
selected from genetic studies of dyslexia; clusters of common
SNPs in this region have been associatedwith variation in reading
skills (reviewed by Carrion-Castillo et al., 2013). On analyzing 39
SNPs from FOXP2 and KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2, Pinel et al.
(2012) found that three were associated with altered activation
during covert sentence reading, each with a distinct pattern
(Fig. 1). rs6980093 and rs7784315 (FOXP2 SNPs)were correlated
with variable activation in left inferior frontal and precentral gyri
respectively. rs17243157 (KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2) was asso-
ciated with variation in functional asymmetry of the superior
temporal sulcus.
The present study attempted a hypothesis-driven replication
of these findings. With 427 healthy participants, a sample four
times that of Pinel et al. (2012), we believe this to be the largest
fMRI genetics investigation of language-related activation to
date. We demonstrate nonreplication of all three findings of the
prior report.
Materials andMethods
Cohorts
The 427 participants in the present study came from two independently
collected cohorts in which language task-based fMRI testing was coupled
with DNA collection: referred to here as MOUS (Mother of Unification
Studies) and EvLab. The MOUS cohort comprised 217 participants, 107
of whom performed a sentence reading (visual language) task and 110
performed a sentence listening (auditory language) task. The EvLab co-
hort comprised 210 participants, all of whom performed a visual lan-
guage task. Table 1 summarizes the fMRI design and comparison to the
Pinel et al. (2012) study, detailed further below.
Participants
MOUS cohort. A total of 242 native Dutch-speaking participants volun-
teered to participate in MOUS, an in-depth multimethod neuroimaging
study of language processing, performed at the Donders Centre for Cog-
nitive Neuroimaging (DCCN) in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. All partic-
ipants completed an fMRI and a MEG session. Of those, 25 participants
were excluded for a range of reasons, including: technical problems dur-
ing data collection; poor data quality due to excessive blinking during
initial MEG measurement, leading to exclusion from subsequent fMRI
sessions; failure to complete the study; noncompliance with task instruc-
tions assessed via a behavioral threshold (see task description below).
Approximately half of the remaining 217 participants read sentences and
word lists, presented word-by-word (visual group: 107 participants; 51%
male; mean age of 22.3 years, age range 18 to 33 years). The other half
listened to auditory versions of the same materials (auditory group: 110
participants; 46%male; mean age of 22.3 years, age range 18 to 30 years).
We will refer to the “cohorts” (to distinguish the MOUS and the EvLab
sample) as well as the “subsamples” (to distinguish the visual MOUS
sample, the auditory MOUS sample and the EvLab cohort). Key design
features of the cohorts are noted in Table 1. All participants were right-
handed as assessed by the Bever handedness questionnaire (building on
Oldfield, 1971), had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and reported
no history of neurological, developmental or language deficits. Partici-
pants were instructed to not use medication, alcohol or drugs on the day
of measurement. The study was approved by the local ethics committee
(CMO, the local “Committee onResearch InvolvingHuman Subjects” in
the Arnhem-Nijmegen region) and followed the guidelines of the Hel-
sinki declaration.
EvLab cohort. The EvLab cohort was collected by Evelina Fedorenko’s
laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Bos-
ton. This cohort consisted of 210 native English-speaking participants
(36% male; mean age of 26.9 years, age range 20 to 59 years) who were
students at MIT and members of the larger Boston community. They
participated for payment in different neuroimaging experiments that all
included a language localizer task (Fedorenko et al., 2010). As in the
visual subset of theMOUS cohort, the EvLab participants read sentences
presented word-by-word, as well as one or more control conditions, like
lists of words and/or nonwords (Table 1). All participants were right-
support team(Steve ShannonandAtsushi Takahashi).We thankMatt Siegelmanat EvLabandMOUS teammembers
Karl Magnus Petersson, Jan-Mathijs Schoffelen, and Nietzsche Lam for contributions.
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Figure 1. Hypotheses in the present study were directly based on prior findings of Pinel et al. (2012), displayed here (adapted from Fig. 2 of the original paper). FOXP2 spans610 kilobases of
chromosome 7q31.1. First, Pinel et al. (2012) associated rs6980093 and rs7784315 allelic status with reading-related activation of regions within the left inferior frontal gyrus and left precentral
gyrus, respectively, as highlighted in the sagittal anatomical slices of the left panels. The right panels show the reported percentage changes in BOLD signal at cortical peaks of the left hemisphere
(L.H) and the symmetrical position in the right hemisphere (R.H), plotted separately for the different allelic groups for the reading task. Following up on this association, Pinel et al. (2012) analyzed
the corresponding speech-listening data, with results displayed to the very right. KIAA0319, TTRAP, and THEM2 are neighboring genes spanning 160 kilobases (Figure legend continues.)
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handed as assessed by the Oldfield (1971) handedness questionnaire or
by self-report. All participants gave informed consent in accordance with
the requirements of the MIT’s Committee on the Use of Humans as
Experimental Subjects (COUHES).
Language tasks
Both theMOUS and the EvLab cohort used a blocked design, in contrast
to the Pinel et al. (2012) study, which relied on an event-related design
(Table 1). In a blocked design, several stimuli from the same condition
appear in a row (forming a block), and the response is estimated to the
entire block. Given the additive nature of the BOLD signal, blocked
designs have greater sensitivity (Birn et al., 2002) and are generally rec-
ommended over event-related designs except in cases where local pre-
dictability of experimental events could be problematic or where it is
critical to examine responses to individual experimental events. Given
that the primary goal of both the current study and of Pinel et al. (2012)
was to reliably identify language-responsive cortical areas, so that prop-
erties of these areas could be related to genetic variation, a blocked design
provides additional sensitivity.
Specifics of the paradigms have been reported in detail previously
(Lam et al., 2016; Mahowald and Fedorenko, 2016; Schoffelen et al.,
2017; Hulte´n et al., 2019; Udde´n et al., 2019). Further specifics of the
MOUS cohort are present in a peer revieweddata publication (Schoffelen
et al., 2019). To check for compliance, participants in the MOUS cohort
were presented with yes/no comprehension questions on 10% of the
sentence trials. In the EvLab cohort, participants were asked to press a
button at the end of each sentence, or to respond to amemory probe task
(Fedorenko et al., 2010; Scott et al., 2017; it has been previously estab-
lished that the nature of the task does not affect the resulting activation
maps).
MRI acquisition
For both cohorts, structural and functional data were acquired with a
SIEMENS Trio 3 T scanner (the MOUS cohort at the DCCN of the
Donders Institute in Nijmegen and the EvLab cohort at the Athinoula A.
Martinos Imaging Center at the McGovern Institute for Brain Research
atMIT). The functional scans used a TRof 2000ms in both cases. Further
specifics of the acquisition paradigms have been reported in detail pre-
viously (Mahowald and Fedorenko, 2016; Udde´n et al., 2019).
Preprocessing and first-level analysis
Preprocessing and first-level analysis procedures werematched as closely
as possible to those used in Pinel et al. (2012), to maximize the compa-
rability of the results. We used the statistical parametric mapping soft-
ware (SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London; www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), including realignment to correct for individual
subject head movement. Thus, one of the most critical sources of noise
affecting the BOLD signal (i.e., subject motion) was controlled for in a
similar manner across cohorts. A second important noise source: bodily
physiology of the participant (e.g., heart rate), was not controlled for in
any of the cohorts (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016). A correction for differ-
ences in slice acquisition time was performed for the MOUS cohort
(ascending slice acquisition) but not for the EvLab cohort (interleaved
slice acquisition). Structural images were spatially normalized to the
structural image (T1) template provided by SPM8, using affine regular-
ization. In this step, to match the original Pinel et al. (2012) study, the
voxel size was resampled to 3.0  3.0  3.0 mm3. The transformation
matrices generated by the normalization algorithm were applied to the
corresponding functional EPI-BOLD volumes, after coregistration. All
structural and functional images were smoothed with an isotropic 3D
spatial Gaussian kernel (FWHM 5 mm) matching Pinel et al. (2012).
For the single-subject fixed effect analyses, we modeled the six realign-
ment parameters from the movement correction. As in the original
study, we used the canonical HRF and its temporal derivative. For the
MOUS cohort, comprehension questions were modeled separately. As
an example, in a block where a question appeared after sentence #1, we
modeled two events with sentences: sentence 1 and sentences 2–5. As
in Pinel et al. (2012), we computed individual asymmetry maps from
the activation maps by subtracting the right from the left hemisphere,
voxel by voxel, after normalizing the right hemisphere onto the left
hemisphere.
Second-level region of interest (ROI) analysis
Because we sought to directly replicate the key findings reported by Pinel
et al. (2012), the ROIs for this study were based on the locations of the
peak associations reported for each of the significant SNPs in that study
(Fig. 1). Specifically, we used a 10 mm spherical ROI around each of the
three peak coordinates described in Pinel et al.: in the left inferior frontal
gyrus (rs6980093), left precentral gyrus (rs7784315), and superior tem-
poral gyrus/sulcus (rs17243157). Our analytical approach matched that
used for each SNP in the original study. Specifically, for rs6980093 and
rs7784315, we assessed left hemisphere activation for the sentence con-
dition (relative to the fixation baseline, as in Pinel et al., 2012), extracted
the average (across voxels) BOLD response in each ROI of each partici-
pant using MarsBaR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) and analyzed the
resulting averages in SPSS. For rs17243157, we analyzed asymmetry
maps for the sentences fixation contrast, averaged the difference values
(left minus right, as described above; extracted using the spm_read_vols
and Imcalc functions of SPM) across voxels in the ROI of each partici-
pant, and analyzed the resulting averages in SPSS. Participants with a
deviation larger than four times the interquartile range from the mean
within a subsample (and ROI), were considered outliers. Thus, if a par-
ticipant was considered an outlier with respects to one (or several) ROIs,
they were removed from all tests (this concerned two MOUS auditory
subsample participants).
To test for the presence of reliable above-baseline activity in these three
ROIs at the group level, regardless of the potential modulation by geno-
type group, we performed one-sample t tests (against 0) at the second
level, for each subsample. If there were significant voxels at p  0.05
4
(Figure legend continued.) of chromosome 6p22.3. Pinel et al. (2012) reported that
rs17243157 allelic status was associated with altered functional asymmetry indices in the su-
perior temporal gyrus/sulcus during the reading task, for the region highlighted in the sagittal
anatomical slice of the left panel. The right panel shows reported percentage changes in peak
BOLD signal of each hemisphere for the allelic groups, for the reading and speech-listening
tasks. ROI locations of the present study are indicated with red outlines on each brain slice.
Table 1. Summary of the key design features for the original study and the two cohorts investigated in the present report
Cohort (participants) Sentences Design Compliance task(s) Other conditions*
Visual/auditory from Pinel et al. (2012)
(N 94)
10 Visual, 10 auditory Event related (10 trials per condition) No task, readability of sentences
assessed in postscan debrief-
ing
Checkerboard view, simple button
press, subtraction task
Visual (N 107) and auditory
(N 110) fromMOUS (present
study)
60 Blocked, with five sentences per block
(12 blocks per condition)
Comprehension question on
10% of the trials
Word lists
Visual (N 210) from EvLab
(present study)
36–48 Blocked, with three to five sentences
per block (16 blocks per condition)
Memory probe task or simple
button press task
Nonword lists, word lists
For all cohorts, the critical contrast examined was sentences versus a low-level control condition.
*Presented in the same fMRI experiment and modelled as separate events/blocks, but not included in the contrasts examined in the original/current study.
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(using FWE correction) within the spherical ROI, we report those voxels
as indicators of group-level activity within a ROI.
Power analysis
We used G*Power (http://www.gpower.hhu.de/en.html) to calculate the
sample size we would need to have 80% power to detect the effect sizes
(Cohen’s f 2 for F tests; Cohen’s d for t tests) reported by Pinel et al.
(2012). t tests (see “Analysis structure” section for further information)
were taken to be one-tailed, since we aimed to replicate a finding in the
specific direction. In addition, again assuming 80% power, we estimated
theminimal effect size that could be detected in the present investigation,
both for the total combined sample and each separate cohort. Power
depends not only on the total number of participants but also on the
relative sizes of the different genotype groups, in this case, determined by
the genotype frequencies for each SNP. We used the established allele
frequencies (Table 2) from the European subset of the 1000 Genomes
data recorded in the dbSNP database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
projects/SNP/) and assumed Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium.
Genotyping
The participants’ saliva was collected with Oragene DNA collection
OG500 kits (DNA Genotek) and DNA was extracted according to man-
ufacturer’s instructions. This investigationwas a hypothesis-driven study
in which we selected a priori those SNPs from Pinel et al. (2012) that best
represented the major conclusions of that earlier report (rs6980093,
rs7784315, and rs17243157, as shown in Fig. 2 of Pinel et al., 2012, and in
Fig. 1 of the present manuscript). Because we were focusing on three
specific SNPs, we did not perform genome-wide genotyping of hundreds
of thousands ofmarkers onDNA-chips for this study. Rather, we directly
genotyped only the three SNPs of interest, using a specialized technique
that has high sensitivity and specificity, known as KASP (Kompetitive
Allele-Specific PCR; developed by LGCGenomics). Targeted genotyping
of each SNPof interest was performedusing customisedKASP assays and
a Bio-Rad CFX96 real-time PCR thermocycler. Each 10 l reaction con-
tained 0.14 l of 72 KASP primer mix, 5 l of 2 KASP master mix
with standard ROX concentration, and 2l of genomic DNA (diluted at
20 ng/l). Thermocycling was performed as follows: after initial 15 min
denaturation at 94°C, 10 cycles were run with 20 s denaturation at 94°C
followed by 45 s of annealing/elongation starting at 61°C and decreasing
by 0.6°C per cycle, followed by 30 cycles with 10 s denaturation at 94°C
followed by 45 s of annealing/elongation at 55°C. When necessary, five
further cycles were performed using the same parameters as the final 30
cycles from the initial run. Genotypes were called using the CFX96Man-
ager software (Bio-Rad). For each SNP assay, every sample was geno-
typed in duplicate, and we also included negative controls and positive
controls (DNA samples for which genotypes were already known) for
each allelic combination, allowing us to verify that genotype calls were
reproducible and accurate. In the few cases where samples yielded geno-
type calls that were unclear with KASP, we used direct Sanger sequencing
to resolve ambiguities. Moreover, we performed additional validations
by Sanger sequencing of randomly selected samples of each genotype.
Through these efforts, we successfully determined genotypes for all three
SNP markers of interest in all 427 participants.
Statistical tests
The effects of genotype groups on the BOLD response during sentence
processing were analyzed within each cohort separately and in a com-
bined analysis across cohorts, with F tests, as follows. For rs6980093, the
analysis was run with an F test comparing all three allelic groups: AA
homozygotes, AG heterozygotes, GG homozygotes. For rs7784315 and
rs17243157, the frequency of theminor allele was only10% (consistent
with population data, as shown in Table 2), such that the homozygous
minor allele groups had sample sizes that would be much too small for
meaningful analyses (see “Results” for further information). Thus, for
each of those SNPs, we used an F test comparing two independentmeans,
corresponding to two allelic groups: the major allele homozygotes and
the heterozygotes. In these models, we included main effects and two-
way interactions with genotype group and the following two potential
confounding factors. Sex was included as a potential confounding factor
for both cohorts. As the EvLab cohort contained slight variations in the
experimental paradigm used across participants, we also included exper-
iment version (“experiment” for short) as a possible confounding factor
in addition to sex, for this cohort. Experimentswith5 participantswere
excluded from the EvLab cohort in this analysis to ensure robustness of
the statistical tests. Due to the inclusion of potential confounding factors
in themodels, any results reported on themain effect of genotype, which
is our focus, cannot be explained by confounding factors (regardless of
their potential significance). In reporting our results, we provide infor-
mation on the direction of effects observed in the earlier Pinel et al.
(2012) study. Note, however, that directionality was not constrained in
any test in this analysis.
We performed an additional set of analyses in JASP (https://jasp-stats.
org/, JASP Team, 2017, version 0.8.4) to assess the Bayesian evidence for
or against the hypothesis presented in the Pinel et al. (2012) report. The
effects of genotype group on the BOLD response during sentence pro-
cessing were analyzed either with a Bayesian F test or t test, as follows. For
rs6980093, the analysis was runwith a Bayesian F test with three genotype
groups, corresponding to the three allelic groups (AA, AG, GG). The H0
corresponds to no effect of genotype group and the H1 to any effect of
genotype group.We report the Bayes Factor (BF01) comparing these two
hypotheses. Following standard guidelines for interpreting Bayes Fac-
tors, BF01  1 is considered support for H0 and BF01  1 is considered
support for H1, although 0.3  BF01  3 is regarded as weak evidence.
For rs7784315 and rs17243157, each involving two allelic groups as ex-
plained above, we ran Bayesian t tests comparing two independent
means. Based on the effects reported by Pinel et al. (2012) the H1 was
TCTT for rs7784315, and CCTC for rs17243157. In these cases, the
H0 corresponds to no genotypic effect, or an effect in the opposite direc-
tion. We used the default Cauchy prior distributions in JASP. Bayes
factors are reported and labeled as inconclusive/no evidence, weak, sub-
stantial, or strong according to the guidelines set out by Jeffreys (1961)
and JASP. Note that the Bayesian analyses, as currently implemented in
JASP, did not allow for inclusion of potential confounding factors in
thesemodels. Bayes factors can only be estimated for completemodels—
that is, all main effects and interactions must be considered together as
the H1. Thus, we used the initial SPSS analysis to first exclude effects of
possible confounding factors and then used amodel with allelic group as
the only factor for the subsequent Bayesian analysis.
Analysis structure
The analytic approach we have described thus had three parts: a power
analysis, a classical statistical analysis, and a Bayesian analysis. All analy-
ses were performed with comparable sets of tests that were matched as
closely as possible to each other. In this paragraph, we comment on the
correspondence of tests across these parts. Because the confounding fac-
tors (sex and experiment version; see “Statistical tests” section) were not
reported in the original study, the confounding factors were not included
in the power analysis. The power analysis was performed assuming an F
test for rs6980093 and t tests for rs7784315 and rs17243157, as for
rs6980093 there are three allele groups and for the other two SNPs there
are two. The same division between F- and t tests across SNPs would also
have been relevant for the classical statistical analysis, unless confound-
ing factors had been included.However, becausewe sought to control for
confounding factors in the classical analysis, F tests were in that case used
for all SNPs. In the Bayesian statistical analysis, we did not include pos-
sible confounding factors, mainly because Bayesianmodel selection pro-
cedure compares the fit of total models and does not allow for single
factors to be evaluated. In addition, because possible confounding factors
had been included in the classical analysis, wewere able to verify that they
did not confound the results in this first step and then leave them out of
the Bayesian analysis.
Table 2. Allele and genotype frequencies used in the power analysis
SNP MAF
rs6980093 G0.468 GG0.219 AG0.498 AA0.283
rs7784315 C0.092 CC0.008 CT0.167 TT0.824
rs17243157 T0.118 TT0.014 CT0.208 CC0.778
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Results
The effect sizes of the findings reported by Pinel et al. (2012) were
relatively large (reporting Cohen’s f2 for F tests; Cohen’s d for t
tests): Cohen’s f2  0.29 for rs6980093, Cohen’s d  1.04 for
rs7784315, and Cohen’s d  1.00 for rs17243157. Our power
calculations indicated that a cohort of 39 (rs6980093), 44
(rs7784315), or 40 (rs17243157) participants would give 80%
power to detect effects of this magnitude, assuming an  level of
0.05. In our current study, we used cohorts that are substantially
larger than this. Moreover, to account for the potential inflation
of effect sizes in the Pinel et al. (2012) study (e.g., due to the
winner’s curse, Button et al., 2013), we also estimated the mini-
mum effect size that we could detect in our cohorts, both for the
separate cohorts and for the entire sample. For rs6980093, the
minimum effect size was a Cohen’s f2 of 0.07 (separate cohorts)
or 0.03 (entire sample). For rs7784315 and rs17243157, the min-
imum effect sizes (Cohen’s d) for separate cohorts were 0.48 and
0.43, respectively, and for the entire sample, 0.32 and 0.29,
respectively.
We used direct targeted genotyping to successfully determine
the allelic status of rs6980093, rs7784315, and rs17243157 in all
427 participants. The minor allele frequencies were consistent
with population data and there was no deviation from Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium for these SNPs in our cohorts or any of the
subsamples (Table 3). For rs6980093, there were sufficient num-
bers of participants in each of the three allelic groups. For
rs7784315 and rs17243157, the lowminor allele frequencymeant
that homozygotes for this allele were rare (consistent with prior
studies); between 0 and 4 participants in each subsample. Hence,
and in line with the analyses performed by Pinel et al. (2012), the
minor allele homozygoteswere excluded from the imaging genet-
ics analyses.
For all brainROIs in all subsamples, the presence of significant
voxels in the ROI established that there was activity at the group
level for the sentence reading/listening task, as expected from
prior studies. For all three cohorts, group level activation maps
(Pinel, MOUS) or probabilistic activation overlap maps (Evlab),
for the sentence versus low level baseline contrast, have been
published previously (Pinel et al., 2007; Udde´n et al., 2019, Ma-
howald and Fedorenko, 2016). Visual inspection of these maps
showed reasonably high consistency across subsamples, in par-
ticular in the areas of interest. Peak voxels for the ROIs had the
following locations in MNI space: MOUS Visual, [57 17 10],
left inferior frontal gyrus, T 7.5, p 0.001, [5716 40], left
precentral gyrus, T 6.2, p 0.001, [5737 4], left superior
temporal gyrus/sulcus, T  15.9, p  0.001; MOUS Auditory,
[571 4], left inferior frontal gyrus,T 6.49, p 0.001, [45
4 40], left precentral gyrus, T 4.2, p 0.002, [5140 1], left
superior temporal gyrus/sulcus, T  11.8, p  0.001; EvLab,
[54 14 10], left inferior frontal gyrus,T 12.5, p 0.001, [48
4 37], left precentral gyrus, T 13.4, p 0.001, [5440 4],
left superior temporal gyrus/sulcus, T  23.6, p  0.001. Note
that small differences in the precise locations of peak group-level
voxels are to be expected across cohorts given the well established
interindividual anatomical and functional variability (Tomai-
uolo et al., 1999; Fedorenko et al., 2010; Frost and Goebel, 2012).
Pinel et al. (2012) reported significant effects of the FOXP2 SNP
rs6980093 on left inferior frontal gyrus activity for both auditory
and visualmodalities, with activity increasingwith the number of
A alleles (i.e., AAAGGG) (Fig. 1). We did not replicate this
finding in any of the subsamples (Fig. 2, Table 4). For rs7784315,
another FOXP2 SNP in a different part of the gene, Pinel et al.
(2012) described effects in the left precentral gyrus, with TC par-
ticipants showing significantly higher activity than TT partici-
pants, but the association was only seen for the visual modality
(Fig. 1). We did not replicate this finding in either of the two
visual subsamples (Fig. 2, Table 4). As an additional analysis that
must be considered exploratory, since no effect was observed in
the Pinel et al. (2012) study, we tested rs7784315 in the MOUS
auditory subsample. This auditory analysis generated a nomi-
nally significant uncorrected P-value (TCTT group; p 0.02),
but the finding did not survive the appropriate Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple comparisons. Finally, for rs17243157, a SNP
in the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 locus, Pinel et al. (2012) re-
ported effects on asymmetry of activation in the superior tempo-
ral sulcus, with CC participants showing higher asymmetry than
TC participants, for both auditory and visual modalities (Fig. 1).
Again, we did not replicate these associations in any of the sub-
samples (Fig. 2, Table 4).
We excluded the possibility that the sex of the participants
might confound our results. In the MOUS cohort, sex*genotype
interactions as well as sex as a main effect were nonsignificant for
all SNPs and for both visual (p 0.14 for rs6980093, p 0.35 for
rs7784315, p  0.27 for rs17243157) and auditory subsamples
(p  0.54 for rs6980093, p  0.30 for rs7784315, p  0.29 for
rs17243157). In the EvLab cohort, for the analysis of rs6980093,
sex was a marginally significant factor (F(1,201) 3.96, p 0.05),
and all other factors, including sex*genotype interactions, were
nonsignificant (p  0.48). For the EvLab analysis of rs7784315,
no confounding factors were significant (p 0.18), while for the
analysis of rs17243157 “experiment” was significant (F(1,197) 
6.63, p  0.01) and all other factors were nonsignificant (p 
0.09).
In a joint analysis of the MOUS and the EvLab cohorts, com-
bining all the available data from400 people, none of the find-
ings from Pinel et al. (2012) were replicated (Table 4). In these
Table 3. Genotyping results
Subsample
FOXP2rs6980093 FOXP2rs7784315 KIAA0319…rs17243157
Allele # () PHWE Allele # () PHWE Allele # () PHWE
MOUS visual (N 107) AA 35 (19) 0.28 TT 82 (47) 0.60 CC 91 (46) 0.66
AG 57 (28) TC 24 (8) TC 15 (9)
GG 15 (8) CC 1 (0)* TT 1 (0)*
MOUS auditory (N 110) AA 35 (17) 0.27 TT 82 (38) 0.52 CC 95 (44) 0.44
AG 59 (25) TC 25 (10) TC 15 (7)
GG 16 (9) CC 3 (3)* TT 0 (0)*
EvLab (N 210) AA 82 (28) 0.13 TT 162 (60) 0.95 CC 155 (54) 0.93
AG 90 (36) TC 45 (16) TC 51 (22)
GG 38 (12) CC 3 (0)* TT 4 (0)*
Groups homozygous for the major allele are reported first at the top of each cell. Asterisks mark groups that were excluded due to insufficient size to support robust neuroimaging genetic studies. p-values for tests of Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE) are shown.
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Figure 2. Single-subject contrast estimates by genotype group. The data points are horizontally jittered for visibility. The median as well as the first and third quartiles are shown as horizontal
bars. For FOXP2 rs6980093 in the original study, therewas a negative relationship between the number of G alleles and the BOLD response (AAAGGG) to reading or listening to sentences in left
inferior frontal gyrus. This findingwasnot replicated in eithermodality in theMOUS cohort, nor in the EvLab cohort. For FOXP2 rs7784315 in theoriginal study, the TCgrouphadhigherBOLD response
in the left precentral gyrus when reading sentences, which is not replicated in any subsample in the current study. The corresponding results for the MOUS auditory subsample are reported for
completeness, although we stress that there was no significant effect in the original study. For rs1724315 at the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 locus, the original results showed greater functional
asymmetry of the posterior STS for the CC compared with the TC group in the visual subsample, which is also not replicated in any subsample in the current study. The corresponding results for the
MOUS auditory subsample are reported for completeness.
Table 4. Nonreplication of each of themain findings from Pinel et al. (2012) in multiple independent samples and in a combined analysis using F tests to assess genotype
associations with ROI activations
GENESNP Pinel et al. (2012) effects Subsample p-value F-test value
FOXP2rs6980093 AA AG GG MOUS visual 0.16 F(1,106) 1.85
Left inferior frontal gyrus activation MOUS auditory 0.36 F(1,107) 1.05
Visual and auditory EvLab visual 0.66 F(1,201) 0.41
Combined 0.20 F(2,416) 1.60
FOXP2rs7784315 TC TT MOUS visual 0.85 F(1,104) 0.37
Left precentral gyrus activation EvLab visual 0.91 F(1,198) 0.01
Visual only Combined 0.97 F(1,304) 0.00
KIAA0319…rs17243157 CC TC MOUS visual 0.56 F(1,105) 0.34
Superior temporal sulcus functional asymmetry MOUS auditory 0.21 F(1,107) 1.58
Visual and auditory EvLab visual 0.48 F(1,197) 0.50
Combined 0.30 F(1,411) 1.07
For rs6980093, we tested the three allelic groups, whereas for rs7784315 and rs17243157, we comparedmajor allele homozygotes with heterozygotes, as the homozygous minor allele groups were too small for a meaningful comparison
(see main text).
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analyses, we included sex and “experiment” (see “Statistical tests”
section for definitions) in the models, with MOUS auditory and
MOUS visual paradigms considered as two different experiment
versions. Note, however, that “experiment” in the joint analysis
reflects a combination of factors (such as the exact set of partici-
pants, slight differences in the materials/procedure, any subtle
variations in the scanning environment that are time-dependent,
etc.), rather than an effect of sensory input modality per se. For
combined analysis of rs6980093 the effect of “experiment” was
significant (F(3,416) 5.61, p 10
3), as well as the effect of sex
(F(1,416) 5.01, p 0.03), but the interactions sex*genotype and
“experiment”*genotype were all nonsignificant (p  0.60). For
combined analysis of rs7784315 the effect of “experiment” was
significant (F(2,304) 5.78, p 3 10
3), but the effect of sex as
well as the interactions sex*genotype and “experiment”* geno-
type were all nonsignificant (p 0.58). For combined analysis of
rs17243157, the effect of “experiment” was significant (F(3,411)
3.50, p  0.02), but the effect of sex as well as the interactions
sex*genotype and “experiment”*genotype were all nonsignifi-
cant (p  0.45). Thus, we excluded the possibility that sex and
experiment version were confounding factors that would con-
tribute to assessment of genotypic effects.
Finally, we used Bayesian analyses to formally evaluate the
robustness of our findings (Table 5). Almost all of the nonrepli-
cation results reported above were robustly informative in the
Bayesian sense, providing overall substantial to strong evidence
for nonreplication (Table 5). The exceptions were in the MOUS
visual subsample, with Bayes Factors of 2.96 (i.e., just below the
threshold value of three) for rs6980093 and 2.42 for rs17243157.
As noted above, rs7784315 showed no effect on left precentral
gyrus activation in the auditory modality in the original Pinel et
al. (2012) study; their positive (TCTT) findings were restricted
to the visual task. In an exploratory Bayesian analysis of the
MOUS auditory subsample we found no evidence for a TCTT
effect of rs7784315 on activation of this region (BF01 0.30).
Discussion
Here, we attempted to replicate an influential fMRI-genetics in-
vestigation of language processing; a field with no direct replica-
tions in the literature. Pinel et al. (2012) reported association
between rs6980093 and rs7784315 (FOXP2 SNPs) and strength of
the BOLD response during sentence reading/listening, in the left
inferior frontal gyrus andprecentral gyrus, respectively. They also
reported association between rs17243157 (in the KIAA0319/
TTRAP/THEM2 locus) and asymmetry of the BOLD response
during sentence reading/listening, in the posterior superior tem-
poral sulcus. Despite including a substantially larger sample, and
a more powerful blocked design (Birn et al., 2002), we did not
replicate the Pinel et al. (2012) associations. Formal Bayesian
analyses yielded substantial-to-strong evidence supporting the
null hypotheses for each SNP. The lack of association was consis-
tent across two independent cohorts (MOUS and EvLab), each
itself larger than the original cohort. Power calculations indicate
that combined investigations of MOUS and EvLab had 80%
power to detect effect sizes of considerably lowermagnitude than
those observed in Pinel et al. (2012). Nevertheless, in combined
analyses (400 participants), association tests were all nonsignif-
icant, indicating unambiguous lack of replication.
Our results contribute to a growing appreciation of the small
magnitude of effects in neuroimaging genetics of common DNA
variants, demonstrating that this limitation extends to task-based
fMRI of higher cognition. It is worth considering factors that
might have contributed to observations of positive signals in Pi-
nel et al. (2012).
First, the earlier study began with exploratory screening of 39
SNPs distributed across two chromosomal regions (FOXP2 on
7q31, KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 on 6p22.3), testing every
marker for association with three different brain ROIs (based on
fMRI-studies of different language-related disorders), each in-
vestigated using multiple approaches to phenotype definition,
including hemisphere-specific activations and fMRI-based asym-
metry indices. With multiple-testing adjustment for the effective
number of independent SNPs, the significant p-values from this
screen were Pcorr(Meff)  0.0286 for rs6980093 (left activation,
inferior frontal gyrus), Pcorr(Meff)  0.0182 for rs7784315 (left
activation, precentral gyrus), and Pcorr(Meff)  0.0234 for
rs17243157 (functional asymmetry, posterior superior temporal
sulcus) (Fig. 1 in Pinel et al. (2012)). These findings cluster
around p  0.05; none would survive further multiple-testing
adjustment to account for investigating several brain ROIs, and
exploring multiple phenotypic definitions.
Second, to validate effects suggested by their exploratory
screen, instead of testing top SNPs and brain ROIs in indepen-
dently phenotyped/genotyped samples, Pinel et al. (2012) per-
formed further SPM analyses of the same marker data, focusing
on the cortical locations that had shown peak association with
those SNPs. Since this involved reanalyzing the same input data
used in the initial screen, testing hypotheses that had emerged
from analyzing those data, it is a foregone conclusion that signif-
icant SNP effects were observed for the designated cortical loca-
tions (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009).
Another often neglected issue for designing and interpreting
neuroimaging genetics studies concerns the question of whether/
how SNPs impact gene function. While there is considerable in-
terindividual variation in DNA sequence in humans, spread
throughout the genome, the majority of common SNPs have no
effects on expression, regulation or activity of genes and their
encoded proteins. Since much of the interindividual variation
observed at a gene locus is functionally neutral, most SNPs used
in association screening have no mechanistic relevance. Experi-
mental efforts are underway in genomics, using cellular models
and tissue samples, to pinpoint functional DNA variants against
the huge background of nonrelevant noise, and to understand
Table 5. Bayesian analysis provides evidence of nonreplication
GENESNP Test hypothesis Subsample BF01 Robustness
FOXP2rs6980093 Any effect of genotype
group, e.g. AAAGGG
MOUS visual 2.96 Weak
MOUS auditory 4.45 Substantial
EvLab visual 17.21 Strong
AAAG MOUS visual 4.87 Substantial
MOUS auditory 1.48 Weak
EvLab visual 4.60 Substantial
AGGG MOUS visual 8.54 Substantial
MOUS auditory 6.61 Substantial
EvLab visual 6.52 Substantial
AAGG MOUS visual 7.52 Substantial
MOUS auditory 3.84 Substantial
EvLab visual 5.18 Substantial
FOXP2rs7784315 TCTT MOUS visual 4.41 Substantial
EvLab visual 7.14 Substantial
KIAA0319…rs17243157 CCTC MOUS visual 2.42 Weak
MOUS auditory 6.74 Substantial
EvLab visual 6.40 Substantial
H1 hypotheses were based directly on the key findings of the Pinel et al. (2012) study, as detailed in main text (see
also Figure 1). Bayes factors (reported as BF01 ) are shown for the results of testing these hypotheses against H0 (no
replication of the original study) using Bayesian univariate ANOVA (rs6980093) or Bayesian independent-samples t
test (rs7784315, rs17243157). BF01  10 indicates strong evidence and 10 BF01  3 indicates substantial
evidence for a nonreplication (see Materials and Methods).
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how such functional variants alter expression, regulation and ac-
tivity of gene products (Gasperini et al., 2016; GTExConsortium,
2017). For association studies in cohorts with low power, when
multiple-testing becomes a limiting factor, evidence from func-
tional experiments should ideally constrain SNP choice, before
association testing. Pinel et al. (2012) only considered biological
relevance as a post hoc discussion point, after observing which
SNPs showed putative genotype-phenotype correlations.
The FOXP2 locus is large (610 kilobases) with many com-
mon SNPs in its introns, noncoding parts that are spliced out of
mRNA transcripts before translation into protein (Hoogman et
al., 2014). Unlike our mechanistic knowledge concerning rare
disruptions (Sollis et al., 2017), we have limited understanding of
which common SNPs in FOXP2 have biological impact on its
functions (Becker et al., 2018). Pinel et al. (2012) acknowledged
the absence of experimental evidence that rs6980093 and/or
rs7784315 affect FOXP2 functions; the authors speculated based
on their approximate locations within the gene locus, but such
arguments could bemade post hoc for many different SNPs. Even
now, potentialmolecularmechanisms, alongwith an explanation
of why the two SNPs should affect distinct brain ROIs, remain
elusive. For rs17243157 in the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 locus,
Pinel et al. (2012) noted that this marker tends to cosegregate
with another SNP, rs9461045, that has been correlated with al-
tered KIAA0319 expression (Dennis et al., 2009). However,
rs9461045 was one of the SNPs from Pinel et al.’s association
screen that failed to show significant association with functional
asymmetry.
Highly penetrant mutations disrupting FOXP2 lead to disor-
dered speech/language development, associated with subtle but
detectable alterations in brain structure and function (Lai et al.,
2001;Watkins et al., 2002; Lie´geois et al., 2003; Fisher and Scharff,
2009). However, the largest targeted studies of common SNPs
spanning the gene, in hundreds of people from the general pop-
ulation, report no association with interindividual differences in
either neuroanatomy (Hoogman et al., 2014) or measures of lan-
guage performance (Mueller et al., 2016). Beyond language,
FOXP2 was one of 12 significant loci in a large-scale genome-
wide scan of susceptibility to attention deficit/hyperactivity dis-
order (20,183 cases; 35,191 controls), but the associated SNPs
differ from those studied here (Demontis et al., 2019).
Multiple investigations have taken Pinel et al. (2012) as the
primary motivation for investigating the highlighted SNPs for
associations with questionnaire-based data or behavioral/cogni-
tive tests, but results have not been compelling. In a study of 882
healthy undergraduates who completed schizotypal personality
questionnaires, Crespi et al. (2017) reported that rs7799109 (a
SNP that cosegregates with rs7784315) was associated with self-
report items related to inner speech (p  0.048) and speech
fluency (p 0.049), and with strength of handedness, indepen-
dent of direction (p 0.027). A behavioral study of rs6980093 in
200 people reported association with individual differences in
accuracy and rate of speech-category learning (Chandrasekaran
et al., 2015). However, the distribution of rs6980093 diploid ge-
notypes in that study (proportions of people designated as AA,
AG or GG) deviated markedly from the expected Hardy–Wein-
berg equilibrium (Chandrasekaran et al., 2015). This deviation
contradicts all other studies involving rs6980093, as well as the
information in public databases of worldwide genotypes, casting
doubt on genotyping accuracy and undermining their associa-
tion results.
In another targeted study, Mozzi et al. (2017) assessed
rs6980093 in two Italian samples, reporting associations with se-
mantic fluency in a population-based cohort (699 children; 3–11
years old), andwith single-word-reading accuracy in 317 families
ascertained for dyslexia (572 children; 6–18 years old). Putative
allelic effects on these traits contradicted the additive findings of
Pinel et al. (2012) (AAAGGG; Fig. 1) and were inconsistent
between the Italian samples. In the population-based cohort, the
G allele seemed dominant (AA[AGGG]), whereas the family
cohort appeared to show heterozygous advantage (AG[AAGG]),
although there is no mechanistic reason to favor this unusual
mode of action for rs6980093 (Mozzi et al., 2017). Most recently,
Zhang et al. (2018) tested 133 Chinese adults for behavioral and
event-related potential responses (N1 and P2) to50 and200
cents pitch perturbations during vocal production, reporting that
rs6980093 GG carriers performed differently from AA and AG
carriers, but only for aspects of the 200 condition. Notably,
until now, no study of the SNPs of interest attempted direct rep-
lication of Pinel et al. (2012); even when SNP choice was the
same, different phenotypes were targeted. Moreover, none have
reported fMRI associations.
Although unlikely, we acknowledge that lack of replication in
the present study could partly reflect specific aspects of study
materials, tasks, and/or cohorts that differed from Pinel et al.
(2012). Most participants in both studies were young educated
Caucasians, with similar age and sex distributions.One difference
between the original design and that of our MOUS cohort, was
use of a comprehension task in the latter for ensuring compli-
ance. However, we also find strong nonreplication in EvLab,
where memory probes or simple button-press tasks were used.
Furthermore, prior work has established that language activa-
tions in high-level areas are robust to changes in materials, pre-
sentation modality, language, and task (Fedorenko et al., 2010;
Scott et al., 2017).We note that if putative genetic effects are real,
but so sensitive to subtle aspects of study design that they fail to
replicate, then their relevance for understanding biological path-
ways that are fundamental for language function is minimal.
Future investigations in functional neuroimaging genetics
should take into account the typically tiny effects of common
polymorphisms when justifying sample size, include appropriate
power calculations, address multiple testing robustly, and care-
fully consider functional relevance of targeted SNPs, given that
most variants have no biological impact. Independent replica-
tions using directly matching study designs must be encouraged,
so that the literature of this emerging field can be built on solid
foundations.
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